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Abstract The half-life of the superallowed Fermi β+ emit-
ter 14O was determined to high precision via a direct
β counting experiment performed at the Isotope Separa-
tor and Accelerator (ISAC) facility at TRIUMF. The result,
T1/2(14O) = 70619.2(76) ms, is consistent with, but is more
precise than, the world average obtained from 11 previous
measurements. Combining the 14O half-life deduced in the
present work with the previous most precise measurements
of this quantity leads to a reduction in the overall uncer-
tainty, by nearly a factor of 2. The new world average is
T1/2(14O) = 70619.6(63) ms with a reduced χ2 value of 0.87
obtained from 8 degrees of freedom.

1 Introduction

High precision measurements of the f t values for superal-
lowed Fermi β decays are crucial for providing fundamen-
tal tests of the Standard Model description of electroweak
interactions [1]. All nuclear β decays are characterized by
their f t value, which depends on three quantities that can
each be determined experimentally: the energy difference
between the parent and daughter states involved in the β tran-
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sition (Q value), the branching ratio (BR), or fraction of
parent decays that populate the particular daughter state of
interest, and the half-life (T1/2) of the parent nucleus.

For the specific case of superallowed Fermi β decay
between isospin T = 1 isobaric analogue states, the f t value,
once corrected for radiative and isospin-symmetry breaking
effects, can be written as a corrected F t value according to
the expression [1]:

F t = ft(1 + δ′
R)(1 + δNS − δC ) = K

2G2
V (1 + ΔV

R )
, (1)

where δ′
R , δNS , δC and ΔV

R are all theoretically calculable cor-
rection factors that account for radiative and transition depen-
dent electromagnetic effects in addition to isospin-symmetry
breaking, δC , that depends sensitively on the structure of the
parent and daughter states. These corrections are small in
magnitude (≤ 2.5%) and are described in detail in Ref. [1].
The termGV in Eq. 1 is the vector coupling constant for semi-
leptonic weak interactions and K is a group of well-known
and fundamental physical constants with a numerical value
that evaluates to K/(h̄c)6 = 8120.27648(26)×10−10 GeV−4s
[1]. From Eq. 1, every experimentally determined f t value
can be used to independently determine a value for GV .
According to the conserved vector current (CVC) hypoth-
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esis [2], this value should be the same for all transitions and
implies that the F t values themselves should also be con-
stant, within their quoted uncertainties.

The constancy of the F t values, and thus the validity of
the CVC hypothesis itself, has been firmly established at
the level of 9×10−5 using a set of 15 precisely determined
T = 1 superallowed Fermi β-decay transitions [1]. These
decays, particularly the lightest superallowed transitions, are
also used to set strict limits on the possible existence of a
scalar term in the weak interaction [1]. A scalar interaction,
whether fundamental or induced by the vector part, would
result in a deviation to the constancy of the F t values that
would be inversely proportional to the average decay energy
〈1/W 〉. Since this quantity is largest for decays of 10C and
14O, the f t values for these decays are essential for setting
limits on scalar currents [3].

In this work, we focus on the superallowed decay of
14O, which is already one of the most precisely determined
f t values. Its half-life, T1/2 = 70619(11) ms [1], is currently
obtained from a weighted average of 11 previous measure-
ments. The Q-value for this decay was recently measured to
high-precision in Ref. [4] and the resulting world average,
Q = 2831.543(76) keV [1], is nearly an order of magnitude
more precise than the value adopted in the previous survey
of the superallowed data [5]. The recommended value for
the superallowed branching ratio to the 0+ isobaric analogue
state at 2.31 MeV excitation in the daughter nucleus, 14N,
is BR = 99.446(13)% [1]. Combining the above quantities
with PEC = 0.088%, that accounts for electron capture, the
experimental f t value for the superallowed decay of 14O is
f t = 3042.23(84) s [1], a result that has been determined at
the level of ± 0.027% precision.

A new, and even more precise, value for the half-life of 14O
is presented that was deduced from an experiment performed
at the Isotope Separator and Accelerator (ISAC) facility at
TRIUMF. This new result represents the most precise half-
life ever reported for this decay and is, by itself, more precise
than the world average obtained from all 11 previous mea-
surements.

2 Experiment

The experiment was performed at TRIUMF, Canada’s parti-
cle accelerator centre. Radioactive ion beams are produced
at the ISAC facility using the Isotope Separation On-Line
(ISOL) technique. The 480 MeV primary proton beam from
the TRIUMF main cyclotron was impinged at 50 μA inten-
sity onto a thick silicon-carbide (11.97 g/cm2 Si) production
target. Elements produced from spallation reactions, diffused
and effused from the target and entered a coupled Forced
Electron Beam Ion Arc Discharge (FEBIAD) ion source [6]
where they were ionized. Ions were extracted from the source

at 40 keV and were sent through a low-resolution magnetic
pre separator and a high-resolution Δm/m = 1/2500 mass
separator to select the isotopes of interest. The production
yield of singly ionized 14O+ was measured to be an order
of magnitude less than carbon-monoxide 12C14O+, presum-
ably due to the presence of carbon in the SiC production
target that facilitated the formation of CO molecules. Since
12C is stable, its presence did not have any impact on the 14O
decay counting measurement. The mass separator was thus
tuned to mass A = 26 to select the 12C14O+ ions and take
advantage of the higher 14O yield at this setting. An average
intensity of 105 molecules/s was delivered to the experiment
over a period of approximately 4 days.

The 12C14O+ beam was implanted into a 17.2 μm thick
aluminum layer of an aluminized mylar tape. After implant-
ing the beam for a set period of time to collect a sufficient
amount of activity, the beam was turned off. This was fol-
lowed by a pause of 22.2 s in order to give sufficient time for
any possible short-lived beam contaminants to decay before
transporting the remaining 14O sample to the β counter. The
detector used in this experiment was a gas-filled proportional
counter that has been described in detail and used in several
previous high-precision half-life measurements [3,7–10].

Signals from the gas counter were amplified using an
Ortec 579 amplifier whose output signals were then sent to an
Ortec 436 constant fraction discriminator (CFD). The CFD
was used to set and adjust an energy threshold to trigger on
the β particles emitted from the radioactive decays of nuclei
in the sample. Logic pulses from the output of the CFD were
then duplicated in a fan-in-fan-out module and were sent
to two inputs of a LeCroy 222 dual gate and delay genera-
tor. This module was used to generate two distinct fixed and
non-extendible dead times that were applied to every trig-
ger event. These were determined to be 2.9958(42) μs and
4.0105(43) μs using the source-plus-pulser technique [11].
Two independent multi-channel scalers (MCS), referred to
as the old and new MCS, were then used to bin the decay
data from the counter into two separate data streams.

2.1 Detector setup

The gas counter was operated in the voltage plateau of the
proportional region to ensure that the counting rate is nearly
independent of the gain. The plateau region was determined
by recording the count rate of a long lived 90Sr source as a
function of the applied bias voltage. As the plateau region
should also not depend on the discriminator setting, several
measurements were performed at CFD threshold values of
70 mV, 100 mV and 130 mV. From the data presented in
Fig. 1, the proportional region of the detector was determined
to be between 2300 V and 2480 V (inclusive) and, as shown,
is largely independent of the discriminator thresholds.
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Fig. 1 Measured count rate of a 90Sr calibration source as a function
of applied voltage for different discriminator threshold settings. The
plateau region was determined to be between 2300 and 2480 V, as
indicated by the vertical bands. The maximum variation in counting
rate observed in this region was less than 0.64% (horizontal bands)

2.2 Data selection criteria

Decay data for the 14O experiment were collected in cycles
that consisted of a beam on (collection) period, a tape move
to position the 14O activity at the center of the gas counter,
a “cool down” period to allow for any short-lived contam-
inants in the beam to decay away, and then the counting
measurement to record the exponential decay activity. The
precise values of the collection time, tape move and decay
measurement were varied on a cycle-by-cycle basis. In gen-
eral, one complete cycle typically lasted around 27 min, with
the total of the collection, “cool down” and tape movement
times taking at most 3 min to complete. The long decay times
of approximately 24 min for each cycle were necessary to
observe the entire decay of the 14O samples and to determine
the resulting background level afterwards, that is treated as
a free parameter and potentially contains important informa-
tion about long-lived contaminants. Over the course of the
4-day experiment, a total of 142 decay cycles were recorded.

The first selection criterion that was applied to the exper-
imental data was to reject those cycles that had very few,
or even zero, total counts recorded during the decay mea-
surement. These corresponded to cycles whose activity col-
lection period overlapped with an interruption in the ISAC
beam delivery. A total of 17 cycles were removed from the
analysis based on this selection criterion.

For the remaining cycles, a second selection was per-
formed by analyzing the reduced χ2 values determined from
fitting the experimental dead-time corrected decay curves to
a single exponential decay plus a free constant background.
With the exception of one cycle, the reducedχ2 values ranged

between 0.81 and 1.27. The one cycle that was identified in
this analysis, due to its anomalously large χ2 value, had a sig-
nificant excess of counts in the middle of the decay counting
period. This excess lasted only seconds in duration and was
likely due to a burst of electronics noise that was generated
close to the detector or picked up in the electronics chain.
This cycle was therefore removed from the analysis.

A total of 124 cycles, of the 142 cycles collected, passed
these two selection criteria and were used in the final analysis
to determine the half-life of 14O.

2.3 Analysis

The 124 cycles that passed the initial selection criteria were
corrected for dead-time losses using the measured fixed
and non-extendible dead times according to the procedure
described in Ref. [12] and fit using a maximum-likelihood
technique [8]. The fit function considered only the exponen-
tial decay of 14O and a constant background according to the
expression:

y f i t (t) = a1e
−a2t + a3, (2)

where a1 is the initial activity of the 14O sample, a2 is the
14O decay constant, anda3 the constant background. All were
treated as free parameters in the fit. A sample decay curve
and resulting fit for a single decay cycle is presented in Fig. 2.
Additional parameters were added to the function to search
for, and set limits on, the possibility of trace amounts of beam
contaminants. This analysis is described below in Sect. 3.2.

Fig. 2 a) Dead-time corrected 14O decay data (points) and resulting fit
(line) for one cycle: 140 s collection, 24.3 min decay, 70 mV threshold
and 2450 V detector bias. b) Residuals (points, (yi -y f i t )/σi ) obtained
from the fit to the experimental data in a) and zero (line) to guide the
eye. For clarity, statistical uncertainties on the data are not shown
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3 Results

The half-life of 14O was determined from the fits to the
individual cycles according to Eq. 2. For every cycle, the
half-life was deduced from the decay data recorded in each
of the MCS modules. The average values obtained from all
124 cycles were T1/2 = 70619.0(70) ms from the new MCS
and T1/2 = 70619.5(70) ms from the old MCS. These results
are not statistically independent because they were obtained
from the same input data recorded by two separate modules.
Because they are in excellent agreement with each other,
a simple (non-weighted) average was adopted as the final
result.

The MCS averaged half-lives obtained for all 124 decay
cycles are plotted in Fig. 3. A weighted average of these
values yields T1/2 = 70619.2(70) ms with a χ2/ν of 1.13
for 123 degrees of freedom. This result is in excellent
agreement with the previous world average of this quantity
T1/2 = 70619(11) ms [1].

3.1 Electronic and experimental settings

In order to search for possible sources of systematic uncer-
tainty in the final result, the electronic settings used during the
14O data collection were modified on a cycle-by-cycle basis.
The 124 cycles, described above, were obtained with dif-
ferent detector voltage settings, different discriminator set-
tings and with different bin times applied to the MCS data.
The two fixed and non-extendible dead times were swapped
repeatedly throughout the course of the experiment and the
beam-on time (initial activity collected) was also modified

Fig. 3 Deduced half-life versus cycle number for the 124 decay cycles
collected and analyzed in the present experiment. A weighted average
of them yields T1/2(14O) = 70619.2(70) ms (solid and dashed lines)
with a χ2/ν value of 1.13 for 123 degrees of freedom

to search for potential rate-dependencies in the experimental
data.

Before starting a new cycle, the discriminator threshold
applied to the gas counter signals was varied, in 15 mV incre-
ments from 70 mV to 115 mV. These thresholds were within
the same range of values that were used to determine the
plateau region (see Fig. 1). Of the 124 cycles collected, 33
were obtained at the lowest threshold value of 70 mV, 29 were
at 85 mV, 31 were at 100 mV and 31 were at 115 mV. The
half-life of 14O deduced from the weighted average of the
cycles collected at each discriminator setting is presented in
Table 1. Because all 124 decay cycles were regrouped into 4
distinct threshold settings, the weighted average of these val-
ues is identical to the average of the 124 individual cycles.
Treating each of the 4 discriminator threshold settings as
an independent measurement of the 14O half-life, yields a
χ2/ν value of 1.02 (3 degrees of freedom).

A similar procedure was performed for the other electron-
ics settings in the experiment and the results are presented
in Table 1 and in Fig. 4. Four separate voltages were applied
to the gas counter (3 degrees of freedom, χ2/ν = 0.14), four
discriminator thresholds (χ2/ν = 1.02), three beam-on times
(χ2/ν = 0.56), two non-extendible dead times (χ2/ν = 0.83)
and three bin times (χ2/ν = 0.04) applied to the MCS.

All of the reduced χ2 values obtained from grouped sets
of electronics settings are close to, or less than, unity. All of

Table 1 Average values of the 14O half-life deduced from grouping the
experimental data according to the particular electronic setting used in
the experiment

Electronic setting Nc Half-life [ms]

New 3 μs / Old 4 μs 61 70625.5(100)

New 4 μs / Old 3 μs 63 70612.8(100)

Bias: 2300 V 22 70619.5(157)

Bias: 2350 V 34 70612.7(135)

Bias: 2400 V 33 70625.1(137)

Bias: 2450 V 35 70619.9(135)

Threshold: 70 mV 33 70630.8(131)

Threshold: 85 mV 29 70631.4(152)

Threshold: 100 mV 31 70612.0(140)

Threshold: 115 mV 31 70602.8(140)

Beam on: 0–60 s 44 70628.1(116)

Beam on: 60–120 s 56 70611.6(105)

Beam on: 120–180 s 24 70620.0(162)

Bin time: 2.8 s 48 70621.6(110)

Bin time: 3.0 s 43 70617.8(116)

Bin time: 3.2 s 33 70617.4(145)

The second column provides the number of cycles Nc collected at each
setting. Because each group contains the same experimental data, the
sum of all cycles for each group is 124 and the weighted average of
each group is T1/2(14O) = 70619.2(70) ms
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Fig. 4 Systematic plot that groups the half-lives deduced from the
individual cycles data according to the particular electronic settings
used in the experiment (see Table 1 for a detailed description of each
point). The solid and dashed lines correspond to the weighted average
half-life obtained from the entire data set and its statistical uncertainty
T1/2 = 70619.2(70) ms. The χ2/ν value for each of the electronic settings
is indicated

them are also smaller than the χ2/ν value of 1.13 obtained
from the half-life deduced as a function of cycle number
(Fig. 3). While all of these values are consistent with fluctua-
tions associated with statistical uncertainties, we nevertheless
adopt the method of the Particle Data Group [13] to assign a
conservative systematic uncertainty to the final result. With
this method, the overall statistical uncertainty of 7.0 ms is
multiplied by the square root of 1.13 (the largest reduced χ2

value), which increases the total uncertainty to 7.5 ms. If this
total uncertainty is obtained from the quadrature sum of the
statistical uncertainty with the systematic, then the half-life
of 14O deduced in the present experiment is:

T1/2(
14O) = 70619.2(70)(26) ms, (3)

where the first uncertainty is statistical and the second is
the systematic uncertainty obtained from the method of the
Particle Data Group applied to the deduced half-life as a
function of cycle number (Fig. 3).

3.2 Search for isobaric contamination

As described above, the 14O activity was delivered to the
experiment as a 12C14O+ beam at the mass setting A/q = 26.
While the resolution of the mass separator at ISAC is suf-
ficient to reject all elements and isotopes produced with
A/q �= 26, it cannot completely eliminate all of the neigh-
bouring A/q = 26 isobars. From the fit presented in Fig. 2, it
is already clear that significant amounts of contamination can
be ruled out because the experimental data are well described
by a single exponential decay. However, because even trace

amounts of isobaric contaminants have the potential to affect
a high-precision half-life determination, it is of crucial impor-
tance to evaluate what effect their possible presence may have
on the final result.

The complete list of isobars at A = 26 consists of 26P,
26Si, 26Al, 26Mg, 26Na, 26Ne and 26F. As 26Mg is stable, this
isotope cannot produce any counts in the detector and so its
presence cannot affect the measurement. Ignoring the pro-
duction yields, and even the mass differences for the remain-
ing unstable A = 26 isobars, several of these can also be
considered completely negligible based solely on their half-
lives. As described above, every sample collection (beam on)
period was followed by a 22.2 s waiting period before moving
the sample into the gas detector. Any radioactive species with
a half-life of 1 s or less, would thus experience a waiting time
that is more than 20 times its own half-life. For example, if
there was a beam contaminant with a half-life of 1 s, the frac-
tion of activity remaining after this 22.2 s period compared to
the initial activity implanted is only 2×10−7. This eliminates
26P, 26Na, 26Ne and 26F as potential contaminants as they all
have half-lives that are <1.1 s. Furthermore, based on pre-
vious measurements at ISAC, yields of silicon isotopes (like
26Si) are heavily suppressed when using a silicon-carbide
target since the diffusion and effusion probabilities of sili-
con through a silicon target are extremely low. The yield of
10C16O+ from silicon carbide is also expected to be negligi-
ble since this would require significant amounts of oxygen
to be present in the target. This beam has been produced at
ISAC in the past, but only from an oxide target [3].

This leaves 26Al as the only possible isobaric contami-
nant in the beam that may still be present in the data after
the 22.2 s “cool-down” time. The 5+ ground-state of 26Al
is radioactive, but it is very long lived with a half-life of
T1/2(26Al) = 7.16×105 years [14]. Because this is so much
longer than the 25 min measurement time of each cycle, any
26Al activity would appear constant in the decay spectra and
would therefore already be included in the free background
parameter of Eq. 2. However, there is a 0+ isomeric state in
26Al located at 228 keV above the 5+ ground state that also
decays via a superallowed Fermi β transition with a well-
known half-life of T1/2 = 6.34602(54) s [1].

To determine by how much the 14O half-life deduced in
the present experiment may be affected by trace amounts of
26mAl isobaric contamination in the beam, the experimental
data were re-fit using a fit function that included 14O decay,
the overall constant background as well as an additional expo-
nential decay component:

y f i t (t) = a1e
−a2t + a4e

−a5t + a3. (4)

In this expression, a1 to a3 are identical to Eq.2, a4 is the
initial activity of the potential 26mAl contaminant and a5 is
its decay constant. The half-life of 26mAl has previously been
determined to high-precision and thus a5 was fixed in the
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analysis. All 124 decay cycles were re-fit to the function
defined in Eq. 4 with the 26mAl initial activity a4 treated as
a free parameter.

The weighted average of the 124 initial 26mAl activities
that were deduced in this analysis was −2.9 ± 4.5 c/s, which
is consistent with zero. Based on the known mass difference
between 26mAl and 12C14O and the resolution of the mass
separator at ISAC together with the 22.2 s “cool-down” time,
this was expected to be very small and this analysis provides
further confirmation. The conclusion is that 26mAl isobaric
contamination present in the 14O decay data can be consid-
ered negligible.

3.3 Leading channel removal analysis

As a final test to search for any other rate-dependent effects
in the data, the half-life of 14O was determined as a function
of the starting time of the fit to the exponential decay activity
curves. In this analysis, data from the leading channels were
systematically removed from the fit in steps of 5 channels
(average of 15 s/channel) and the 14O half-life was deter-
mined, as described above, from the weighted average of the
124 cycles. The result of this analysis is presented in Fig. 5.
The first point, which corresponds to no leading channels
removed, is the weighted average T1/2 = 70619.2(70) ms that
was determined above. Removing up to 60 channels from the
start of the decay curves (approximately 180 s or 2.5 times
the half-life of 14O) shows that the deduced half-life is inde-
pendent of the initial counting rate. This confirms that any
and all additional sources of rate-dependent effects that were
not accounted for in the analysis, including the possibility
that trace amounts of contaminants may be present, are neg-
ligible.

3.4 Uncertainty in the measured dead times

As described above, the fixed and non-extendible dead times
that were applied to the new and old MCS modules and were
used to correct the experimental data were determined to
be 2.9958(42) μs and 4.0105(43) μs using the source-plus-
pulser method. Their central values were used to correct the
14O decay data but the impact of their uncertainties on the 14O
half-life still needs to be evaluated. To accomplish this, the
14O decay data were corrected and re-fit using the dead times
of 3.0000 μs and 4.0148 μs (nominal values + 1σ ) and again
using 2.9916 μs and 4.0062 μs (nominal − 1σ ). The half-life
of 14O obtained from adjusting the fixed dead times within
one standard deviation of their central values, resulted in a
shift to its central value by a maximum of 1.4 ms. This is neg-
ligible compared to the ± 7.0 ms statistical uncertainty in the
14O half-life measurement, but it was nevertheless included
as an additional source of uncertainty in the final result.

Fig. 5 Half-life of 14O versus the leading number of channels removed
from the analysis. The weighted average T1/2 = 70619.2(70) ms of the
124 cycles with no channels removed (solid and dashed lines) is over-
layed for comparison. As these data are not statistically independent, a
weighted average of them cannot be determined

Table 2 Uncertainty budget in the analysis of the half-life of 14O
deduced in the present experiment

Source Uncertainty (ms)

Statistical uncertainty 7.0

Reduced χ2 (Fig. 3) 2.6

Measured dead times 1.4

Total (quadrature sum) 7.6

3.5 Final half-life result

A summary of all of the uncertainties (statistical and system-
atic) that were used to evaluate the total uncertainty in the
14O half-life are summarized in Table 2. The two largest con-
tributions are the ± 7.0 ms statistical uncertainty and the sys-
tematic uncertainty of ± 2.6 ms, that was assigned to account
for the χ2/ν value of 1.13 obtained from the half-life deter-
mined as a function of cycle number. Summing all of these
uncertainties in quadrature leads to an overall uncertainty of
± 7.6 ms. The half-life of 14O deduced in the present work
is therefore:

T1/2(
14O) = 70619.2 ± 7.6 ms. (5)

This result has been determined at the level of ± 0.011%
and is the most precise half-life ever determined for 14O.
It is also in excellent agreement with the previous world-
average, T1/2 = 70619(11) ms, obtained from 11 previous
measurements of this quantity [1].

The half-life of 14O deduced in the present work is com-
pared, in Fig. 6, with the previous most precise measure-
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ments of this quantity [15–22]. The procedure described in
Ref. [1] for calculating a new world average 14O half-life
was adopted. This method retains only those measurements
whose quoted uncertainties are no more than 10 times larger
than the most precise measurement. The weighted average
of the current result with the eight previous measurements
that satisfy this criterion is:

T1/2(
14O) = 70619.6 ± 6.3 ms. (6)

The χ2/ν value for the 9 measurements plotted in Fig. 6 is
0.87, which indicates a consistent set. The 14O half-life has
now been established at the level of ± 0.0089%, which is
now one of the most precise half-lives ever determined for
any radioactive decay.

In Ref. [22], a possible systematic discrepancy in the 14O
world half-life data associated with the type of activity mea-
surement (direct β counting or γ -ray photopeak counting)
was described that was based on the χ2/ν value of 2.83
obtained when the previous results were grouped accord-
ing to the type of decay radiation detected. Adding the direct
β counting result determined in the present work into this
analysis yields the average values of T1/2(β) = 70621(7) ms
(from 4 total measurements) and T1/2(γ ) = 70603(16) ms
(5 measurements) for direct β and γ -ray photopeak count-
ing, respectively. The χ2/ν value for these two values is 1.26,
which is consistent with there being no significant source of
systematic uncertainty in the world data that can be attributed
to the type of radiation detected.

Fig. 6 Comparison of the present result with the previous most precise
measurements of the half-life of 14O from Refs. [15–22]. The red solid
line is the new world average that includes the present result and the
dashed lines represent the ±1σ uncertainties. The χ2/ν value for the
set is 0.87 for 8 degrees of freedom

3.6 The f t and F t values for 14O decay

In terms of the f t value for the superallowed decay of 14O,
the new world average 14O half-life leads to an updated value
of f t = 3042.25(73) s. This is a slight improvement compared
to the value of f t = 3042.23(84) s from the most recent survey
of superallowed data [1]. Similarly, the correctedF t value for
14O is updated to the new value ofF t = 3070.3(19) s, which is
almost unchanged from its previous value F t = 3070.2(19) s
[1]. The reason for these small differences is because the new
world average half-life is numerically almost identical to the
previous average and because uncertainties in the Q value
and the branching ratio are much larger contributors to the
overall uncertainty in the f t value. As a result, the high-
precision half-life that was deduced in the present measure-
ment is not expected to impact the limit obtained in Ref. [1]
on the possible presence of scalar currents.

4 Conclusion

The half-life of 14O that was deduced in the present work,
T1/2 = 70619.2(76) ms, is the most precise value ever
obtained for this nucleus and is more precise than the previ-
ous world average that was deduced from a weighted average
of 11 independent measurements. The new world average
is entirely consistent with the previous one but the overall
uncertainty in the half-life has been reduced from ± 11.2 ms
to ± 6.3 ms, or nearly a factor of 2. Future improvements
in the f t value and the corrected F t value for the superal-
lowed decay of 14O to improve upon existing limits on scalar
interactions in nuclear β decay can only be achieved through
improved measurements of the Q value and branching ratio
for this decay and would require a reduction in the theoretical
uncertainty associated with isospin-symmetry breaking.
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